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--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
MORE | Architectural Engineering | Theo Birnboim-Tauziat | Same | birmboim@rpi.edu | Same | 5032 JEC 2637 Sue Miller murrill@rpi.edu 2020 JEC 6432 2637 E
APMA | Applied Mathematics | John Mitchell | Same | mitchj@rpi.edu | Same | 352 AE 6315 Daizema Robena mumbyj@rpi.edu 2020 JEC 4041 2637 E
APCS | Applied Science | Sibel Adalı | Same | adali@rpi.edu | Same | 313 Lady 8407 Danielle Teal mumbyj@rpi.edu 2020 JEC 6205 3916 S
ARCH (March-I) | Master of Arch | Lorn Combs | Same | combs@rpi.edu | Same | 2128 Greene 3024 Carly Brackett lec@rpi.edu 115 Greene 6877 3034 A
ARCH (MxArch) | Master of Science in Architecture | Chris Perry Lydia Kalpalli | Same | perry@rpi.edu kallpalli@rpi.edu | Same | 105 Greene 8435 Carlotta Brackett lec@rpi.edu 115 Greene 6877 3034 A
ARCS (Acoustica) | Architectural Sciences (Acoustics) | Ning Xiang | Same | xiang@rpi.edu | Same | 211 Greene 6464 Carly Brackett lec@rpi.edu 115 Greene 6877 3034 A
ARCS (Built Eologies) | Architectural Sciences (Built/E) | Aleksandar Tomsic | Same | tomsic@rpi.edu | Same | Same
ARCH (Lighting LIGHT) | Architectural Sciences (Lighting) | Naderazeh Narendran | Same | narend@rpi.edu | Same | 518.687.7100 Carly Brackett lec@rpi.edu 115 Greene 6877 3034 A
ARTS (S ART) | Electronic Arts | Torrie Hohn | Same | hohn@rpi.edu | Same | 305 West Hall 2370 Jennifer Mummy mullej6@rpi.edu 4305 Sage 4784 H
ASIT | Aeronautics | Gyanendra Karki | Same | karki@rpi.edu | Same | 1W10 SC 2531 Ashleigh Corti murrill@rpi.edu 1255 Sage 1350 F
BCRP | Biochemistry/Phytophys | Cathy Royer | Same | royer@rpi.edu | Same | 3044 Biotrop 3736 Jody Miley helm@rpi.edu 2908 1254 S
BGME | Biomedical Engineering | George Martinez | Same | martinez@rpi.edu | Same | 3044 Biotrop 4417 Jody Miley helm@rpi.edu 2908 1254 S
BMED | Biomedical Engineering | Xiexing Lin | Same | lin@rpi.edu | Same | 2147 Biotrop 2509 Mary Foy helm@rpi.edu 7049 JEC 6548 3355 E
BSAN | Business Analytics | Pradeep Datamathlap | Same | datamth@charleson.com | Same | 1516 Peoples 3052 Sorja Francis francs@rpi.edu 312 Pts 2637 M
CHEG | Chemical Engineering | Patrick Underhill | Same | underhill@rpi.edu | Same | 121 Room 3032 Marylynn Dowd franc@rpi.edu 120 Pts 2418 E
CHEM | Chemistry | Peter Onofri | Same | onofri@rpi.edu | Same | 320 Cogs 2305 Shawn Gardner franc@rpi.edu 120 Pts 2418 E
CIVILTRN | Civil and Transportation Engineering | Michael O’Hair | Same | o’hair@rpi.edu | Same | 446 JEC 6933 Kim Boyce franc@rpi.edu 4049 JEC 6941 4935 E
CSPORT | Comm Science & Rhetoric | Taiye Temkin | Same | temkin@rpi.edu | Same | 4302 Sage 4784 H
COSG | Cognitive Science | Gaynay Grey | Same | gray@rpi.edu | Same | 3018 Carnegie 3315 Jennifer Mummy mullej6@rpi.edu 4305 Sage 4784 H
CSCI | Computer Science | Mohammad Saeedi | Same | saeed@rpi.edu | Same | 3114 Lady 6349 Tracy Hoffman franc@rpi.edu 3054 Sage 4784 H
CSCE | Computer & Systems Engineering | Hussein Abuzaid | Same | abuzaid@rpi.edu | Same | 6038 JEC 6534 Leslie Davis maghipl@rpi.edu 6012 JEC 2554 4403 E
ECON | Economics | Ken Simon | Same | simon@rpi.edu | Same | 3210 Sage 3296 Jennifer Mummy mullej6@rpi.edu 4305 Sage 4784 H
ELEC (ECE) | Electrical Engineering | Hussein Abuzaid | Same | abuzaid@rpi.edu | Same | 6038 JEC 6534 Leslie Davis maghipl@rpi.edu 6012 JEC 2554 4403 E
ENVE | Environmental Engineering | Marianne Nyman | Same | nyman@rpi.edu | Same | 404 JEC 2268 Kim Boyce franc@rpi.edu 4049 JEC 6941 4935 E
EPHY | Energetic Physics | Theo Birnboim-Tauziat | Same | perry@rpi.edu | Same | 502 JEC 6267 Sue Miller murrill@rpi.edu 2002 JEC 6432 2825 E
ENG | Geology | Mazi Kiz | Same | kiz@rpi.edu | Same | 1W06 SC 8521 Karen Hamitk francs@rpi.edu 1913 SC 6474 2012 S
HSCG | Hydrogeology | Mini Kiz | Same | kiz@rpi.edu | Same | 1W06 SC 8521 Karen Hamitk francs@rpi.edu 1913 SC 6474 2012 S
ISET | Industrial & Systems Engineering | Tom Skjærseth | Same | skjaerse@rpi.edu | Same | 5253 JEC 6267 Marylynn Dowd francs@rpi.edu 312 Pts 2637 M
IEC | Information Technology | Peter Fox | Same | fox@rpi.edu | Same | 2120 Window 4862 Linda Kranerath franc@rpi.edu 302 Lady 6687 S
LIGHT | Lighting MS | Naderazeh Narendran | Same | narend@rpi.edu | Same | 518.687.7100 Carly Brackett lec@rpi.edu 115 Greene 6877 3034 A
MATH | Mathematics | John Mitchell | Same | mitchj@rpi.edu | Same | 325 AE 6915 Daizema Robena mumbyj@rpi.edu 301 AE 6414 4824 S
MATL | Materials Science & Engineering | Minoru Tomizawa | Same | tomizawa@rpi.edu | Same | 1088 NRC 6659 Lorrie Law lee@rpi.edu NRC 142 6372 8554 E
MDSCI | Multidisciplinary Science | Sibel Adalı | Same | adali@rpi.edu | Same | 313 Lady 8407 Danielle Teal mumbyj@rpi.edu 2020 JEC 6205 3916 S
MIEC | Mechanical Engineering | Theo Birnboim-Tauziat | Same | perry@rpi.edu | Same | 302 JEC 2637 Sue Miller murrill@rpi.edu 2002 JEC 6432 2825 E
MGMT MBA | Management | Shagun Chaudhur | Same | chaudhur@rpi.edu | Same | 1516 Peoples 3062 Sorja Francis franc@rpi.edu 312 Pts 2637 M
MGT | Management | Hao Zhao | Same | zhao@rpi.edu | Same | 1516 Peoples 3062 Sorja Francis franc@rpi.edu 312 Pts 2637 M
MGTI | Industrial & Manufacturing Engineering | Bill Foley | Same | Foley@rpi.edu | Same | 5211 C8 4009 Marylynn Dowd francs@rpi.edu 103 Room 6292 8227 E
NUCL/NUCS | Nuclear Engineering/Nuclear & Engineering Science | Theo Birnboim-Tauziat | Same | perry@rpi.edu | Same | 5022 JEC 2672 Sue Miller murrill@rpi.edu 2002 JEC 6432 2825 E
PHYS | Physics | Gyanendra Karki | Same | karki@rpi.edu | Same | 1W10 SC 2356 Ashleigh Corti murrill@rpi.edu 1255 Sage 1350 F
QFIN | Quantitative Finance & Risk Analysis | Qiang Wu | Same | wuq2@rpi.edu | Same | 1516 Peoples 3062 Sorja Francis franc@rpi.edu 312 Pts 2637 M
SEF | Systems Engineering Technology Management | Bill Foley | Same | Foley@rpi.edu | Same | 5211 C8 4009 Marylynn Dowd francs@rpi.edu 103 Room 6292 8227 E
SPECM | Supply Chain Management | T. Chandrasekhar | Same | chandrasekhar@rpi.edu | Same | 1516 Peoples 3062 Sorja Francis franc@rpi.edu 312 Pts 2637 M
STS | Science & Technology Studies | Akshata Aher | Same | aher@rpi.edu | Same | 5206 Sage 2314 Jennifer Mummy mullej6@rpi.edu 4305 Sage 4784 H
TCE | Technology, Commercialization & Entrepreneurship | Xiao Zhao | Same | zhaoxiao@rpi.edu | Same | 1516 Peoples 3062 Sorja Francis franc@rpi.edu 312 Pts 2637 M
TRNS | Transportation Engineering | Michael O’Hair | Same | o’hair@rpi.edu | Same | 446 JEC 6933 Kim Boyce franc@rpi.edu 4049 JEC 6941 4935 E